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resumo
O plágio tem sido tradicionalmente classificado como um ato imoral e vio-
lador das normas éticas, mais do que uma ação ilegal (Garner 2009; Gold-
stein 2003), e o plágio jornalístico não é exceção. Como referem Coulthard &
Johnson (2007), a reutilização de texto por jornalistas, sematribuição ou com
atribuição de autoria inadequada, não é normalmente considerada plágio. A
isto acresce o facto de as convenções relativas à reutilização de notícias das
agências não serem universais. Porém, as graves consequências inerentes à
má prática jornalística (como o caso de Jayson Blair, do TheNewYork Times)
mostram que as implicações não se limitam à esfera da ética, mas, pelo con-
trário, possuem impacto legal, incluindo processos de demissão. Um dos
problemas, no entanto, consiste emprovar determinada reutilização textual
como plágio.
Este estudo apresenta os resultados de uma análise linguística forense que
pode ser utilizada para provar casos de suspeita de plágio ou para iniciar a
investigação de textos insuspeitos. Com o objetivo de identificar os meca-
nismos utilizados— e como—pelos jornalistas para comporem os “seus pró-
prios” textos a partir das notícias das agências, este trabalho compara notí-
cias publicadas na secção “Mundo” de jornais de referência portugueses com
possíveis fontes publicadas em inglês. Os resultados da análisemostramque:
(a) a atribuição de autoria é, frequentemente, inadequada, mesmoquando os
jornais de referência citam as suas fontes (normalmente, conhecidas agên-
cias internacionais); (b) nem sempre existe uma correspondência direta com
uma única fonte entre a versão plagiadora e a versão plagiada (indicando
reutilização de texto de diferentes media e websites internacionais); e (c) as
notícias são plagiadas a partir de textos publicados noutras línguas, consti-
tuindo plágio translingue. Conclui-se que a análise linguística forense possui
potencial de prova e de investigação em casos de plágio e violação de direito
de autor, não só monolingue, mas também translingue.
[1] news plag iar i sm
News plagiarism has been perhaps one of the most challenging areas of research
into plagiarism. Unlike student plagiarism, text reuse by journalists with little or
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no attribution at all does not seem to be usually regarded as plagiarism (Angèlil-
Carter 2000; Coulthard & Johnson 2007), not even when substantial amounts of
text are reused. This is one of the problems reported by Angèlil-Carter (2000) in
her discussion of the subject. As the borderline of plagiarism is as dependent on
its definition and on the author’s intention as much as it is on the text genre, the
usage of large amounts of text by journalists with little or no attribution tends
to be overlooked. This is a result of the underlying assumption that news pieces
are expected to report on ‘real-world’ facts and events. And since, for reasons of
faithfulness, these facts and events cannot be reported differently, themore faith-
fully a journalist reports them, the more professionally they act, and the higher
the likelihood that a higher textual overlap is to be expected. Therefore, texts
reporting those facts and events can hardly be charged with plagiarism.
Another reason for this apparent leniency with news text lifting is that news
corporations frequently subscribe to paid newswire services whose contents they
are allowed to reuse. Additionally, when facedwith the need to acknowledge their
sources, journalists seem to have a double-standard. On the one hand, they do not
hesitate to clearly cite their primary sources — and keep their identity confiden-
tial when necessary to protect them — in order to ensure the truthfulness of the
news piece. In some extreme cases, they even resist pressure to identify these
sources. On the other hand, they often reuse text from other (secondary) sources
to write their articles, while not always citing them. This is the case of reusing
text from other media organisations, or even from newswire services.
Notwithstanding these underlying assumptions, journalists have been pun-
ished for plagiarising. In February 2015, Jared Keller, the news director of the
news site Mic, was fired after he was found to have lifted passages of text from
other news sources. Keller reproduced the text literally or with minor changes,
with little or no reference to the source. Where he provided a reference, this was
made in passing. That same month, the columnist Tanveer Ahmed was dismissed
by the Australian after a blogger accused him of plagiarising an American politi-
cal website. Two years earlier, the New Yorker writer Jonah Lehrer was fired for
recyclingNewYorker blog posts, among othermisdeeds. One of themost paradig-
matic cases, however, is that of Jayson Blair, who in 2003 resigned from The New
York Times after facing accusations of journalistic fraud, including plagiarism. In
particular, he was accused of lifting material from newswire services and other
newspapers, such as the Washington Post and The San Antonio Express-News. In
2007, a reader of the Portuguese quality newspaper Público found that the jour-
nalist Clara Barata plagiarised from other sources, includingWikipedia. This case
is evenmore complex than the others, as the texts were not lifted from an original
in the same language, but instead from an original in another language. A similar
case is that of a reporter of the Telegraph-Journal in Canada, who was fired in
2009 for lifting a news piece from L’Acadie Nouvelle.
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This paper investigates how a forensic linguistic analysis can assist the detec-
tion and/or provision of evidence of news plagiarism. It builds on the assumption
that it is crucial to devise a method for identifying the textual elements that can
be used to flag a text as a potential instance of plagiarism, not only to raise sus-
picion about its originality, but also to develop translingual plagiarism detection
techniques (Sousa-Silva 2014). A method of this type is presented below.
[2] news , plag iar i sm , and l ift ing
Indeed, although a vast body of research into plagiarism has been published over
the last decades (Anderson 1998; Angèlil-Carter 2000; Carroll 2001; Carroll & Ap-
pleton 2001; Jameson 1993; Lindey 1952; Pecorari 2008; Howard & Robillard 2008;
Roig 2001; Scollon 1995; Howard 1995), it has focused mostly on academic pla-
giarism, to the detriment of other instances of text reuse. One of the reasons
why academic plagiarism has attracted most research attention is that it is seen
as an educational issue that needs to be identified during the student’s academic
path (Carroll 2001; Carroll & Appleton 2001), and especially teach students how to
adopt an appropriate academic conduct (Howard 1995). On the contrary, compar-
atively little research has been conducted into news text reuse. This is supported
by the strong views, usually matching the infringing journalist’s argument, that
writing news pieces is different from academic writing, and that in order to pre-
serve the readability of the article citing all the secondary sources used is imprac-
tical. Paradoxically, although the conventions and regulations applying to the use
of newswire copy are not universal, they tend to be clear in this respect. Cases of
such conventions and regulations abound. Agencies require that the source(s)
be credited, and forbid the unacknowledged use of ‘authored articles’, i.e. news
pieces signed by individual reporters, rather than being simply news wires.
The Reuters Handbook of Journalism (Reuters 2008), e.g., describes plagiarism
as a ‘cardinal sin’. It strongly argues that, whereas ethical guiding principles con-
tribute to a better journalism, ‘rigid rules’ restrict and constrain the ability to
operate. The Reuters Style Guide states in addition that, in accordance with the
Reuters Code of Conduct, the company’s journalists are required to always “search
for and report the truth, fairly, honestly and unfailingly” (Reuters 2008, pg. 1). In
addition to stating that plagiarism is a “cardinal sin”, this style guide considers
fabrication and plagiarism two of the “10 Absolutes of Reuters Journalism”. Their
journalists are, therefore, required to do a “proper attribution to the source of
material that is not” theirs, and are instructed that “it is insufficient to label video
or a photograph as ‘handout’ ”; on the contrary, it is a requirement that the source
be clearly identified. This style guide further states that “it is essential for trans-
parency that material we did not gather ourselves is clearly attributed in stories
to the source, including when that source is a rival organisation” and concludes
that “failure to do so may open us to charges of plagiarism” (Reuters 2008, pg. 5).
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Likewise, the International Federation of Journalists1 (IFJ) and the Portuguese
journalists’ union (Sindicato dos Jornalistas2) consider plagiarism a ‘serious pro-
fessional offense’. Similarly, the style guide of the main Portuguese quality news-
paper, Público3, establishes that plagiarism is forbidden by the newspaper, and
adds that all relevant information collected from other media organisations or
news agencies must be attributed. In cases where the news piece is based on
news wires of different agencies, these should be cited in the text in the order
they have most contributed to the news article. When the news wires are used
as mere sources, and the article is mainly written by the journalist, the agencies
should be cited in the body of the news article. But if the article is based mainly
on news wires, then a reference to these should be included. In addition, the
style guide explicitly states that texts translated from other languages should be
clearly marked as translations and include the translator’s name.
It is then unsurprising that, in accordance with its policy, Público published
an apology, in 2006, for one of their journalists, Clara Barata, who published an
article that was mainly translated from the New Scientist and Wikipedia. The
suspicion was raised by a reader, who noticed that the text looked familiar to
him when he first read it, and later identified the original sources. The news-
paper initiated an investigation and later realised that the journalist plagiarised
13 significant extracts using translation. The case was compared to that of the
famous New York Times journalist, Jayson Blair, who in 2003 was dismissed af-
ter the newspaper was challenged by other news organisations for accusations of
plagiarism. Cases of news plagiarism have however long been reported. In 1996,
another news organisation, the Portuguese news agency Lusa, had submitted a
complaint to the journalist’s union, Sindicato dos Jornalistas, claiming that sev-
eral Portuguese media organisations were plagiarising texts authored and signed
by their own journalists, and which were not included in newswire services.
Given the stance adopted by these organisations and media self-regulatory
measures, news plagiarism cases have been unsurprisingly addressed more of-
ten by self-regulation, codes of ethics and deontology than by the law. And this
traditional perspective of journalism as being exempt from plagiarism has been
challenged, not the least by journalistic practice, as well as by the practice il-
lustrated by the cases discussed above. It is thus evident that, despite reporting
facts, news are subject to principles of originality as much as other text genres,
including student assignments. News plagiarism therefore is not treated much
differently from academic plagiarism. Like academic plagiarism, it is not only
subject to internal rules and regulations, but also tends to be resolved internally
by the respective organisations.
[1] See http://www.ifj.org/en
[2] See http://www.jornalistas.online.pt/
[3] Available at http://static.publico.clix.pt/nos/livro_estilo/16p-palavras.html
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Nevertheless, establishing a framework andguiding principles to address news
plagiarism is not the only issue at stake. An additional challenge to handle news
text reuse is that of detection. Coulthard & Johnson (2007) argue that the tech-
nologies that make it easier to plagiarise also make it easier to catch plagiarists.
The technological developments of the last decades have, in fact, facilitated the
detection procedure. But in cases of news plagiarism, instances of lifting are not
uncommonly detected by intuition, although the feeling of déjà-vu is less likely
to occur than in academic plagiarism. Readers often find themselves feeling that
they have already read the same thing elsewhere, and initiate a whistleblowing
process. The case of Clara Barata discussed above illustrates this point.
Elsewhere, I demonstrated that lifting text from an original in the same lan-
guage can be easily detected, using simpler to more complex text-matching tools
and techniques; a straightforward comparison suffices in this case to identify the
unoriginal instances (Sousa-Silva 2014). On the contrary, detecting text reuse
from an original in another language is comparatively more complex. Since the
plagiarised (i.e. the original) and the plagiarising (i.e. the derivative) texts are
in two different languages, translation thus works as an obfuscation technique
that prevents a direct textual comparison. Firstly, machine andmachine-assisted
detection cannot be systematically used for text comparison. Secondly, manual
searches using particularly suspect strings of text, such as those commonly per-
formed by teaching staff, aremissed by search engines as the text is not absolutely
identical.
[3] plag iar i sm detect ion : the case for forens ic l ingui st ics
In recent years, many people, from literary critics and copyright lawyers to teach-
ers and forensic linguists, have shown a growing interest in the field of plagia-
rism and plagiarism detection, even if for different reasons (Coulthard & Johnson
2007). Whereas the literary critic may be interested in judging the literary qual-
ity of a literary work, the teacher is more interested in educating students — and
hence concernedmore with themoral values of plagiarism itself, than with the fi-
nancial implications of the infringement (Howard 1995; Robillard & Howard 2008;
Scollon 1994, 1995). The copyright lawyer, on the contrary, is prone to be more
interested in the financial implications of plagiarism — and seek for the corre-
sponding compensation.
Plagiarism has been traditionally considered an immoral, more than an illegal
act (Garner 2009). Consequently, it should be more appropriately addressed as an
ethical, rather than a legal offense (Goldstein 2003). This is especially so because
the works entitled to protection are immaterial and ubiquitous. As a result, they
can be simultaneously used by different people, thus compromising the original
author’s ability to control the use of his/her own work (Pereira 2003, pg. 20).
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However, it has been demonstrated that plagiarism is indeed both immoral
and illegal (Finnis 1991; Eiras & Fortes 2010), which makes it punishable by law
(Pereira 2003). Plagiarism is thus more appropriately addressed as both a moral
and an ethical issue. As I argued elsewhere, ‘[o]n themoral side, plagiarism brings
social implications, with the power to ruin the reputation of the plagiarist; on the
legal side, it implies the infringement of moral rights, and often financial rights,
both of which are punishable by law’ (Sousa-Silva 2013, pg. 61). Indeed, as these
financial rights are more easily quantifiable than the respective moral rights, it
is not surprising that they are the ones more promptly addressed by the courts.
It is not uncommon that instances of plagiarism bring along serious legal impli-
cations. And neither are the cases brought before the courts of law restricted to
those having financial implications. Many high-profile cases brought to the fore
in recent years show that, not only is plagiarism seen as a violation of codes of
ethics, but also it is punished. News plagiarism is not an exception, as the cases
presented above demonstrate.
Thismakes plagiarismwell suited for a Forensic Linguistics approach, as foren-
sic linguists set as their research object the legal aspect of the act — and the result
of such act. In legal cases, forensic linguistics can and do not only assist the inves-
tigative procedures, by assisting ethics committees, boards and decision makers
determining lifting; they also provide linguistic evidence to a Court as to whether
two ormore texts have been produced independently, orwhether they build upon
a previous original text.
Forensic linguistics is the field of linguistics that applies a linguistic analy-
sis across all types of interaction in the legal context (Caldas-Coulthard 2014). In
other words, this field is above all focused on all aspects of the interaction be-
tween language and the law. However, linguists operating in forensic contexts
have contributed significantly to cases that span beyond the purely legal. In
the field of plagiarism in particular, linguistic analyses have made significant ad-
vances in recent years in the detection of same-language plagiarism and ‘translin-
gual’ plagiarism alike. It has been almost 20 years since Johnson (1997) com-
pared a set of student texts to conclude that they were not original. By devising
a method that consisted of comparing only lexical items, rather than using string
matching techniques, she demonstrated that they were a result of collusion, i.e. a
sort of group plagiarism. Although the text strings were altered in order to pro-
duce slightly different versions, a comparison of the lexical items showed that the
texts had not been produced independently.
Johnson’s linguistic analysis did not involve the courts, but was sufficient
to demonstrate lifting among students. And more importantly, her analytical
methods were later applied in court cases. Turell (2004) built upon Johnson’s
(1997) work to investigate whether a linguistic analysis that had previously been
tried and tested with student plagiarism could also be used to successfully deter-
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mine plagiarism in published translated texts. She compared four translations
of Shakespeare’s Julius Caesar into Spanish and demonstrated how a forensic lin-
guistic analysis is sufficiently sound to prove that one translation derives from
another translation of the same original, rather than having been produced inde-
pendently. Moreover, she illustrated very clearly how this forensic analysis can
be used to provide evidence of the lifting. Turell’s comparison of the four texts in-
cluded overlapping vocabulary, shared once-only words, unique vocabulary and
shared once-only phrases. The excellent performance of this method is based on
the simple principle that, since all these elements are relatively independent of
word order, they tend to perform better than text matching techniques.
The case studied by Turell is a typical case of plagiarism that is often decided
by the courts of law: these translations are themselves literary, original works,
and hence are subject to copyright. Violation of copyright in these circumstances
therefore has financial, in addition to moral implications, owing to the fact that
the translator and the publishing company own intellectual property rights over
the translated work similar to the ones owned by the original author and the pub-
lisher of the original. From a forensic linguistic perspective, this task is particu-
larly challenging because every translation is bound to reflect the form and con-
tent of the original, and the more literal the translation, the more difficult it is to
show its originality. Despite this obstacle, Turell’s analysis proved that the sus-
pect translation plagiarised a pre-existing translated text.
Although these studies in the field of forensic linguistics, among others, have
been paramount in the study of plagiarism, research has mostly focused on ‘in-
tralingual plagiarism’ — i.e. on the analysis of reuse of texts written in the same
language. Conversely, there has been relatively little research into ‘translingual
plagiarism’ (Sousa-Silva 2013). This is a case of plagiarism by translation, where
a text lifts, verbatim or otherwise, from another text written in another language
without a clear, proper and unambiguous attribution. Two reasons in particu-
lar may account for this fact. Firstly, research into plagiarism has been mainly
English-centred. Not only has most research into academic integrity, education
and policies been conducted in the Anglo-American context, but also the depth
and breadth of the research object does not leave much room for concern with
source texts written in other languages. Consequently, on the detection side, too,
software has been designed to address the needs of this particular context. More-
over, if we take the Internet in general as an example, most texts are nowadays
written in English4, and the demand for texts written in other languages is com-
paratively much smaller. Secondly, despite the urgent need to detect textual lift-
ing from other languages, not the least as a result of the high volume of scientific
production in English, a very strong effort is required to detect this type of pla-
[4] The Internet World Stats website reports that in 2013 English was by far the most widely used language
in the Internet — see http://www.internetworldstats.com/stats7.htm
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giarism. Owing to these constraints, there is currently nomeans of systematically
screening texts for translingual plagiarism in the same way as there is to detect
same-language plagiarism. As a result, such cases can almost only be grasped by
intuition, without any computer assistance.
In most cases, translingual plagiarism consists of texts that are translated
freely and ‘informally’ from another language, without acknowledging the orig-
inal author. This is hardly the case of literary texts, a professional and acknowl-
edged translation of which is usually commissioned. But translation of other text
genres (e.g. news and blog comments, besides academic plagiarism) without at-
tribution can easily pass unnoticed. This is mainly because, contrary to Turell’s
study above, they do not plagiarise another translation in the same language, but
rather the original, in another language. The text is thus not liftedword-for-word,
which makes the plagiarism more difficult to monitor.
In this respect, a forensic linguistic analysis is crucial, not only to assist the
detection procedure, but also to demonstrate the extent of the borrowing, and
whether a text is an instance of plagiarism, or on the contrarywhether the textual
reuse is acceptable. More importantly, this analysis is able to provide evidence
that a text — or more than one — was not produced independently. This will be
addressed in the next section.
[4] ra i s ing susp ic ion and detect ing plag iar i sm
This paper first studies the detection of verbatim reuse of news articles. Subse-
quently, a method is proposed to raise suspicion that a text may have been pla-
giarised. Thirdly, it illustrates how to find evidence that a text has plagiarised
another text in another language. This research is based on a corpus of news
pieces that are publicly available, and which are supposed to have been produced
independently, although on similar topics.
[4.1] Verbatim Plagiarism
Detecting verbatim plagiarism, i.e. where the derivative text lifts (almost) liter-
ally from an original in the same language, without alterations, is straightforward
and easy. As long as the original is known, a simple comparison of the original
and the suspect texts — manually or using common computer tools — suffices to
identify the amount of overlap, as well as the extent of the lifting. In order to
showcase this, I randomly selected a text made available by the Portuguese news
agency Lusa, from a corpus of 28 news pieces that were authored and signed by in-
house journalists. An Internet search of a few strings of text found two individual
instances of textual reuse without acknowledgement, which consequently consist
of plagiarism. The first one was published by the Portuguese quality newspaper,
Jornal de Notícias (JN). The second one was published online by the TV broadcast-
ing corporation, TVI. This text is reproduced in the following two extracts. The
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verbatim plagiarised text is in italic typepace in both instances, and the under-
lined text in these two annexes shows minor changes introduced to the text (and
which, however, do not alter the text meaning).
Extract 1: Jornal de Notícias
Os microscópicos grãos de pólen das plantas poderão vir a derrubar a ideia de que
ainda há crimes perfeitos, ao dar pistas seguras para deslindar casos que desafiam
os limites da investigação criminal. A PJ já recorreu a este tipo de análise para res-
olução de pelomenos três crimes. O que parece fazer parte dos domínios da fábula ou
da ficção científica é uma realidade já em prática por meia dezena de investigadores
forenses no mundo [, e]. Portugal faz parte dessa vanguarda através de Mafalda
Faria, que [desenvolve o seu trabalho] trabalha na Universidade de Coimbra e
no Instituto Nacional de Medicina Legal (INML). [A metodologia, fruto também
do engenho e arte de quem a vemdesbravando, não émais do que a] A análise
do pólen e de esporos de plantas que ficam agarrados ao corpo de pessoas e de ob-
jectos [vão ajudar] vai ajudar a reconstituir o percurso e locais de acção de crim-
inosos e vítimas. Em homicídios, violações, roubos, contrafacção de medicamentos,
tráfico, contrabando e até no combate ao terrorismo a Palinologia, ciência oriunda
da Botânica, tem vindo a ajudar as ciências forenses a investigar e a explicar crimes.
A Inglaterra e a Nova Zelândia fazem da Palinologia uma prática corrente para ca-
sos mais complexos, e é aceite como prova pericial em tribunal. Nos EUA, Austrália
e Portugal tem dado uma ajuda à investigação criminal.
PJ já recorreu a análises do polén
O contributo dos estudos de Mafalda Faria, nos dois últimos anos, foi solicitado pela
Polícia Judiciária para ajudar a reconstituir crimes como os do jovem universitário
que emCoimbra assassinou a ex-namorada, no homicídio de umhomemnumaquinta
de Viseu ou em casos de tráfico de droga. “Para certas situações, a Palinologia é a
única que pode resolver. Se, por exemplo, se encontra a arma do crime sem im-
pressões digitais poderá ter pólen, não daquele local, mas da sua proveniência”, ex-
plica a investigadora à agência Lusa, preconizando o seu alargamento a várias áreas
da investigação criminal. “Depende do tipo de crime. Se for tráfico, contrafacção ou
contrabando, são os próprios produtos analisados. No homicídio tem de se ir ao lo-
cal recolher amostras das plantas e solo para analisar. Na vítima são amostras no
cabelo, nas cavidades nasais e no vestuário, se tiver”, explica a investigadora.
Potencial singular para investigação criminal
Os grãos de pólen apresentam características que lhe conferem um potencial singu-
lar para a investigação criminal. Pode ser encontrado agarrado em praticamente
qualquer objecto ou pessoa, e é altamente resistente à degradação mecânica, biológ-
ica e química. “Os agressores podem lavar o sangue, mas não os grãos de pólen,
porque não os vêem, por serem microscópicos”, afirma Mafalda Faria, frisando que
mesmo após lavagens das roupas será possível encontrá-los nelas. Por outro lado,
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esses microscópicos grãos têm “uma grande capacidade de transferência, das plan-
tas para as pessoas e entre pessoas e, ao mesmo tempo, são bastante aderentes”.
A Palinologia Forense é uma investigação pós-doutoramento que Mafalda Faria, da
Faculdade de Ciências e Tecnologia da Universidade de Coimbra (FCTUC), irá con-
cluir no final do corrente ano, sob orientação do neozelandês Dallas Mildenhall e do
português Duarte Nuno Vieira, presidente do Instituto Nacional de Medicina Legal
(INML). É financiada pela Fundação para a Ciência e Tecnologia. Ela é o resultado do
“bichinho” pelas ciências forenses que a levou a concorrer, sem sucesso, a lugares na
Polícia Judiciária e no INML. Queria trabalhar em investigação forense em vestígios
não biológicos, para dar sequência à sua formação em ecologia.
Extract 2: TVI
O fim dos crimes perfeitos?
A palinologia, que analisa grãos de pólen, desafia dogmas e quer ajudar a
investigação criminal
Por: Redacção /PP
Os microscópicos grãos de pólen das plantas poderão vir a derrubar a ideia de que
ainda há crimes perfeitos, ao dar pistas seguras para deslindar casos que desafiam
os limites da investigação criminal, escreve a Lusa. O que parece fazer parte dos
domínios da fábula ou da ficção científica é uma realidade já em prática por meia
dezena de investigadores forenses no mundo, e Portugal faz parte dessa vanguarda
através deMafalda Faria, que desenvolve o seu trabalho naUniversidade de Coimbra
e no Instituto Nacional de Medicina Legal (INML).
A metodologia, fruto também do engenho e arte de quem a vem desbravando, não é
mais do que a análise do pólen e de esporos de plantas que ficam agarrados ao corpo
de pessoas e de objectos e vão ajudar a reconstituir o percurso e locais de acção de
criminosos e vítimas. Emhomicídios, violações, roubos, contrafacção demedicamen-
tos, tráfico, contrabando e até no combate ao terrorismo a Palinologia, esta ciência
oriunda da Botânica, tem vindo a ajudar as ciências forenses a investigar e a explicar
crimes. A Inglaterra e a Nova Zelândia fazem da Palinologia uma prática corrente
para casos mais complexos, e é aceite como prova pericial em tribunal. Nos EUA,
Austrália e Portugal tem dado uma ajuda à investigação criminal. O contributo dos
estudos de Mafalda Faria, nos dois últimos anos, foi solicitado pela Polícia Judiciária
para ajudar a reconstituir crimes como os do jovem universitário que em Coimbra
assassinou a ex-namorada, no homicídio de um homem numa quinta de Viseu ou em
casos de tráfico de droga.
A única resposta
«Para certas situações, a Palinologia é a única que pode resolver. Se, por exemplo, se
encontra a arma do crime sem impressões digitais poderá ter pólen, não daquele lo-
cal, mas da sua proveniência», explica a investigadora à agência Lusa, preconizando
o seu alargamento a várias áreas da investigação criminal.
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«Depende do tipo de crime. Se for tráfico, contrafacção ou contrabando, são os
próprios produtos analisados. No homicídio tem de se ir ao local recolher amostras
das plantas e solo para analisar. Na vítima são amostras no cabelo, nas cavidades na-
sais e no vestuário, se tiver», explica a investigadora. Os grãos de pólen apresentam
características que lhe conferem um potencial singular para a investigação crimi-
nal. Pode ser encontrado agarrado em praticamente qualquer objecto ou pessoa, e é
altamente resistente à degradação mecânica, biológica e química.
«Podem lavar o sangue, mas não os grãos de pólen»
«Os agressores podem lavar o sangue, mas não os grãos de pólen, porque não os vêem,
por seremmicroscópicos», afirmaMafalda Faria, frisando quemesmo após lavagens
das roupas será possível encontrá-los nelas. Por outro lado, esses microscópicos
grãos têm «uma grande capacidade de transferência, das plantas para as pessoas
e entre pessoas e, ao mesmo tempo, são bastante aderentes».
A Palinologia Forense é uma investigação pós-doutoramento que Mafalda Faria, da
Faculdade de Ciências e Tecnologia da Universidade de Coimbra (FCTUC), irá con-
cluir no final do corrente ano, sob orientação do neozelandês Dallas Mildenhall e do
português Duarte Nuno Vieira, presidente do Instituto Nacional de Medicina Legal
(INML). É financiada pela Fundação para a Ciência e Tecnologia. Ela é o resultado do
«bichinho» pelas ciências forenses que a levou a concorrer, sem sucesso, a lugares na
Polícia Judiciária e no INML. Queria trabalhar em investigação forense em vestígios
não biológicos, para dar sequência à sua formação em ecologia.
The news piece published by JN (Extract 1) has a textual overlap of 96%, i.e.
527 out of a total of 554 words (the original piece published by Lusa was 550 words
long). The text published by TVI (Extract 2) has a textual overlap of 100%. This
online news piece reused all the 550 words of the text published by Lusa, although
a few additional words were added (the text published by TVI is 566 words long).
This is the result of the slight alterations made to the original news article pub-
lished in the newspaper. It should be noted that Lusa is referenced in passing, as
quotes used in the text are attributed to the news agency. However, nowhere in
the article is authorship attributed to the original news piece.
The piece broadcast by TVI also references Lusa in passing, by attributing the
quotes to the agency, but goes further then JN in that it attributes the author-
ship to their own reporter and the TV station newsroom (“Redacção/PP”). The
changes introduced to the TVI text are only minor, even if compared to the ones
introduced by JN. Interestingly, there is one sentence in the original article that
lacks a word, and hence the reproduction of that error raises some issues of un-
grammaticality: “Se, por exemplo, se encontra a arma do crime sem impressões
digitais poderá ter pólen, não daquele local, mas da sua proveniência”. In order
for the sentence to be grammatical, at least a pronoun is needed after “digitais”
and before “poderá”, such as ‘ela’ or ‘esta’. However, neither JN, nor TVI seemed
to have noticed it, and reproduced the grammatical error. This provides a clear
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evidence that the text is not original. Furthermore, chronological aspects show
the directionality of the lifting, i.e. that JN and TVI lifted the text from Lusa (or
from each other), but not the other way around.
[4.2] Investigating Suspected Plagiarism by Translation
As shown in the previous section, detecting news plagiarism is straightforward
and easy, especially as the media go increasingly online. However, more sophis-
ticated techniques are required when news pieces are plagiarised from other lan-
guages by journalists, who tend to translate the text freely into another language
(usually, their mother tongue) — often using machine translation services, such
as Google Translate. In these cases, the output of the machine translation is fre-
quently grammatically flawed. To a lesser or greater extent, adjustments are
therefore required, not only to make the text readable, but also publishable. In
order to raise the suspicion that a text derives from an original in another lan-
guage, and consequently detect instances of plagiarism of this type (as is the case
of Público discussed above), it is necessary to either rely on intuition (the feeling
of déjà-vu), or else build upon linguistic analysis. The latter is also required to
provide evidence of the lifting, as the former is insufficient in this respect.
As part of the linguistic approach, a syntactic analysis has the potential to
trigger suspicion that a text may be an instance of plagiarism, as long as the two
languages involved have a different syntax. This builds on the very simple princi-
ple that a text written from sources in another language tends to retain syntactic
elements of that language, whereas texts written originally in one language tend
to adhere to that language standards. The following extracts illustrate this point:
Extract 3:
The renewal of the Toural square in the center of Guimarães, will move to
the end of the year, but the design is totally different from the planned study
presented two years ago. The project challenged by vimaranenses resolve
the tunnel road and underground parking. The car trafficwill bemaintained
throughout the area, but there will be news. It is planned to create a street
in the far east of Alameda de S. Damasus, within what is now the garden,
and to distribute the traffic from the city center. The remaining garden is
enhanced with more plant species, and have a new design, giving an idea of
urban forest.
The project, coordinated by Maria Manuel Oliveira, the department of ar-
chitecture at the University of Minho, provides the return of the fountain
of Toural, public source of the sixteenth century passed, about one hundred
years, the garden of Caramel. One of the central ideas expressed by the ar-
chitects is the reuse of existing elements, such as furniture. The assistance
is extended to the Republic of Brazil and off street of Santo António, chang-
ing the configuration of public transport. The taxi stand will be reduced and
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parking of buses transferred to the field of Kitchen. In the tower of the old
wall with the inscription Here Born Portugal plans to establish a viewpoint
that is an ideal place to observe the new floor of the square, designed by the
plastic artist Ana Jotta, based on the same rocks of quartz and basalt now
available .
The assistance will be financed by EU funds after being approved an appli-
cation to the program of urban regeneration of the NSRF in the value of 9.9
million.
Authority takes possession of convent
Well near the Toural, the former Convent of Dominica, in the seventeenth
century, will be incorporated in the project of Capital of Culture. Themunic-
ipality approved yesterday by the declaration of ownership of the property
where usucapião are installed several cultural associations. In the build-
ing, now dilapidated, will be installed in the residence artists. The camera
will have to find an alternative site for the installation of the seats of Tertu-
lia Nicolina and Child Center of Popular Culture, although not yet officially
have contacted the associations. The building for the House of Memory is
also flagged. This is an old industrial plastics, the Count of Margaride av-
enue, into the city. This partially empty factory has an area free in the back
so that the building is created from scratch.
Extract 4:
Iran rallies planned amid clampdown
Anti-government protesters in Iran have announced they are to hold an-
other rally in the capital to dispute the veracity of a presidential election.
Supporters of candidate Mir Hossein Mousavi called on Wednesday for a
rally to go ahead at 5pm local time (13:30 GMT), despite the authorities im-
posing a ban on the opposition gatherings. Mahmoud Ahmadinejad, the in-
cumbent president, was officially declared winner of Friday’s election by a
margin of two-to-one overMir HosseinMousavi. Hossein, a reformist candi-
date who was the nearest rival to Ahmadinejad, a conservative, has accused
the authorities of rigging the vote. But Ahmadinejad has said that the result
proved he has popular support. “The election result confirmed the work of
the ninth government which was based on honesty and service to the peo-
ple,” he said on Wednesday in a statement to Iran’s ISNA news agency.
Violence on tape
Despite the restrictions placed by the government on the media, violent
scenes of police beating Mousavi supporters taken on mobile phones have
beenbroadcast onnews bulletins across theworld. TheRevolutionaryGuard
has warned the country’s online media it will face legal action if it “creates
tension”. Within the country, mobile phone text services have been down
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since the election. There is no access to Facebook, Twitter, or YouTube.
The interior ministry has ordered an investigation into an attack on uni-
versity students in which it is claimed four people were killed. Anoushaka
Maraslian, a Middle East analyst in London, told Al Jazeera: “University
cities in Iran have always been very active in political dissent. That’s the
concern of the elders; that’s the concern of the Guardian Council, and that’s
why they’remaking conessions, because they realise that young Iranians are
leading the protests …with parallels to [the revolution in] 1979.” At least
seven people have been killed in recent clashes between the authorities and
the oppositionmovement, according to statemedia reports, while hundreds
more are thought to have been injured. For its part, the foreign ministry
summoned the Swiss ambassador, who represents US interests in Tehran, on
Wednesday to protest at “interventionist” US statements on Iran’s election.
Obama told CNBC there appeared to be little difference in policy between
Ahmadinejad and Mousavi. “Either way we are going to be dealing with an
Iranian regime that has historically been hostile to the United States,” he
said. Mousavi has called on his supporters to hold peaceful demonstrations
or gather in mosques on Thursday in solidarity with people killed or hurt
in the post-election unrest. “In the course of the past days and as a con-
sequence of illegal and violent encounters with [people protesting] against
the outcome of the presidential election, a number of our countrymen were
wounded or martyred,” Mousavi said on his website. “I ask the people to
express their solidarity with the families …by coming together in mosques
or taking part in peaceful demonstrations.”
Although it is clear that neither of the texts reproduced in Extracts 3 and 4
were originally written in English, their quality varies; Extract 3 is of very poor
quality, and sometimes even imperceptible, whereas Extract 4, despite not be-
ing entirely correct, is rather clear and intelligible. A reader of English with-
out any knowledge of Portuguese will understand the translation of the article
in Extract 4 better than they will understand the translation of the article in Ex-
tract 3. Surprisingly, they were both published in the same newspaper, the Por-
tuguese quality newspaper Público. In order to avoid any bias arising from edi-
torial policies, a random, yet intentional decision was made to select the articles
from two different sections of the same newspaper. Extract 3 was published in
the Local news section, whereas Extract 4 was published in the World section of
the newspaper. They were then translated into English using Google Translate
(http://translate.google.com), which produced the English version of the
texts transcribed above.
The oddness often found in translated texts is a good trigger of suspected pla-
giarism, which can be complementedwithmachine translation so as to enable the
search and subsequent side-by-side comparison of the suspect text against the
potential original. Indeed, as I explained elsewhere (Sousa-Silva 2014), machine-
translating suspect texts (in this case, written in Portuguese) into English should
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give the forensic linguist a clue as to whether the text might have originated
somewhere else — in which case it would be considered plagiarism. Extracts 5
and 6 illustrate this method.
Extract 5 reproduces the article that was originally published in Portuguese.
The news piece does not attribute the text to any news agency in particular; on
the contrary, only a general reference to “Agencies” is initiallymade. After trans-
lating this text into English, a few sentences were selected to perform an Inter-
net search using lexical items as keywords, while discarding functional words.
These lexical items were therefore used as filtered n-grams (Maia et al. 2008). The
search based on these search parameters returned two relevant articles: one was
published by The Australian newspaper5, and the other one was broadcast in the
Channel News Asia website6. With the exception of minor differences in details
related to dates (e.g. ‘Sunday’ or ‘weekend’, and a paragraph used by Channel
News Asia that was left out by the The Australian), the two articles were entirely
identical. In both cases, authorship was attributed to the same source, Agence
France Presse (AFP) and, in the case of Channel News Asia, to “ls/yb”.
Extract 6 transcribes the text published originally by TheAustralian. Since the
two texts are reproduced in Extracts 5 and 6 in their original language, the com-
parison focused on identifying the strings with overlapping ideas, rather than the
strings of identical text. The underlined text shows the overlapping strings. The
numbers at the beginning of the underlined strings show the matching strings in
the other text.
Extract 5: The Público news article
Encontro com Abbas em Washington
Obama defende um Estado palestiniano e o fim da expansão dos colonatos
2009-05-28 23:25:00 PÚBLICO, Agências
O Presidente Barack Obama defendeu hoje a criação de um Estado palestini-
ano. [01]No fim do seu primeiro encontro com o presidente da Autoridade
Palestiniana, o líder norte-americano repetiu uma vezmais o seu [02]apelo a
Israel [02]para que ponha fim à construção nos colonatos erguidos dos Ter-
ritórios Palestinianos e honre os compromissos que assumiu. As duas partes,
afirmou Obama na Casa Branca, têm [05]“obrigações face ao roteiro” — o
plano internacional de 2003 para a resolução do conflito israelo-palestiniano.
Nestas inclui-se “parar com a colonização”. [04]Durante a discussão com o
novo primeiro-ministro israelita, Benjamin Netanyahu, a semana passada,
“fui muito claro quanto à necessidade de travar a colonização”, esclareceu
ainda Obama. Os palestinianos devem por seu turno fazer progressos na
[5] http://www.theaustralian.news.com.au/story/0,25197,25555182-5018557,00.html
[6] http://www.channelnewsasia.com/stories/afp_world/view/432503/1/.html
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melhoria das suas forças de segurança e na redução do “incitamento” anti-
Israel, defendeu. “Sou um grande crente da solução de dois estados”, disse
ainda Obama, afirmando-se “confiante” na possibilidade de progressos em
direcção à paz entre israelitas e palestinianos. Nas curtas declarações à im-
prensa que tiveram lugar depois do encontro deWashington, Mahmoud Ab-
bas sublinhou, por seu turno, a urgência de tais progressos, declarando que
[03]“o tempo [é] um factor essencial” no processo. O apelo ao fim da colo-
nização na Cisjordânia e em Jerusalém Oriental já tinha sido feito na véspera
pela secretária de Estado, Hillary Clinton: [06]“Nenhuns colonatos, nenhu-
mas excepções de crescimento natural”. E já hoje, antes do encontro entre
Abbas e Obama, Israel reagira pela voz do porta-voz do Governo, que expli-
cou que o futuro dos colonatos só será decidido através das negociações com
os palestinianos. [07]“Entretanto, temos de permitir que a vida continue
normalmente nestas comunidades”, disse Mark Regev. O que isso significa
é que mesmo que não sejam construídos novos colonatos, a expansão dos já
existentes poderá prosseguir.
Extract 6: The Australian news article
Obama presses Israel on settlements but rules out peace timetable
May 29, 2009
US President Barack Obamahas renewed pressure on Israel over settlements
but rejected a timetable for his peace drive, noting domestic pressures heaped
on Israeli PrimeMinister Benjamin Netanyahu. [01]As Mr Obamamet Pales-
tinian leader Mahmud Abbas for the first time as president, he [02]called for
a halt to settlement building on the occupied West Bank, as his administra-
tion sparred with Israel over the sensitive issue. Mr Obama vowed an “ag-
gressive” mediation effort, ahead of his visit to Saudi Arabia and Egypt next
week, while Mr Abbas pledged to live up to all previous peace agreements
and warned [03]“time is of the essence” for a two-state solution. [04]The
US president recalled that last week he had been “very clear” with Mr Ne-
tanyahu about the need to “stop settlements” and again stated his desire
to see a two-state solution to the Israeli-Palestinian conflict. Asked if he
would strong-arm Israel if it did not back down in its refusal to support a
Palestinian state, Mr Obama said: “I think it’s important not to assume the
worst, but to assume the best”. He rejected an opportunity to set a date
for the establishment of a “viable, potential” Palestinian state. “I want to
see progress made, and we will work very aggressively to achieve it. I don’t
want to put an artificial timetable,” he said. “I am confident that we can
move this forward if all parties are ready to meet their obligations.” On
Wednesday, Secretary of State Hillary Clinton had significantly hardened
the US position on settlements, prompting a blunt dismissal from Israel. But
Mr Obama appeared to give Netanyahu some leeway, noting the fierce pres-
sures imposed on the Israeli leader by his hawkish right-wing coalition. “I
think that we don’t have a moment to lose, but I also don’t make decisions
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based on just a conversation that we had last week,” Mr Obama said. “Be-
cause obviously PrimeMinister Netanyahu has to work through these issues
in his own government, in his own coalition.” The US president also called
onMr Abbas to offer security improvements to Israel and to quell anti-Israel
incitement in Palestinian mosques and schools. Mr Abbas warned that all
parties should work to alleviate the plight of the Palestinians and move to-
wards statehood. “I would like to take this opportunity to affirm to you that
we are fully committed to all of our [05]obligations under the roadmap, from
the ‘A’ to the ‘Z’,” he said. Mr Abbas added that he had shared ideas with Mr
Obama based on the roadmap and the 2002 Saudi peace plan backed by the
Arab league. The US-backed roadmap calls for a halt to Jewish settlement
activity in Palestinian territories and an end to Palestinian attacks against
Israel but has made little progress since it was drafted in 2003. Ms Clinton
said Mr Obama “wants to see a stop to settlements. [06]Not some settle-
ments, not outposts, not natural growth exceptions.” But Israel dismissed
the blunt US call. [07]“Normal life” will be allowed in settlements in the
occupied West Bank, government spokesman Mark Regev said, using a eu-
phemism for continuing construction to accommodate population growth.
He added the fate of settlements “will be determined in final status nego-
tiations between Israel and the Palestinians and in the interim, normal life
must be allowed to continue in those communities.” The Palestinian Au-
thority has ruled out restarting peace talks with Israel unless it removes all
roadblocks and freezes settlement activity. Mr Netanyahu told Mr Obama
last week at their first White House meeting that he was willing to “immedi-
ately” relaunch the peace talks but failed to publicly back the creation of a
Palestinian state or to freeze settlement activity. The Israeli prime minister
told his cabinet at the weekend he did not intend to build new settlements
but that “it makes no sense to ask us not to answer to the needs of natural
growth and to stop all construction,” aides said. The Abbas meeting rep-
resented Mr Obama’s latest attempt to revive the stalled Middle East peace
process, which have included talks with Jordan’s King Abdullah II, Mr Ne-
tanyahu and in London with Saudi King Abdullah. Next week, Mr Obama
will meet the Saudi King in Riyadh and deliver a long-awaited address to the
Muslim world in Cairo. But he said he would not lay out his long-awaited
peace plan in the speech, which he said was designed to lay out a path for a
“better” US relationship with the Islamic world.
AFP
The shallow linguistic analysis above shows that some sentences containing
overlapping ideas consist of quotations, and hence tend to be appropriately used
in the text. As they quote someone else’s direct speech, they are the type of facts
that cannot be subject to plagiarism. The analysis also reveals that the order of
the ideas differs in the two texts, so overlapping strings are used in different sec-
tions of the article. This might suggest that the text was produced independently.
Additionally, the Portuguese articlewas published on 28May, whereas the articles
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published in The Australian and broadcast by Channel News Asia were both pub-
lished on 29 May. Although prior authorship is a strong indicator of originality,
this does not mean that the Portuguese article does not derive from the original
AFP newswire, especially considering that the two World section news articles
(which attribute authorship to an international news agency (AFP)) greatly over-
lap. Although access to the original AFP news wire is restricted, comparison with
the two articles published on 29th May suggests that the Portuguese article also
derives, at least partly, from the same source. The comparison shows, as well,
that many strings in the article that are supposed to have been produced inde-
pendently overlap with strings in the text whose authorship is attributed to AFP.
Strikingly, the sentence “Ms Clinton said Mr Obama ‘wants to see a stop to settle-
ments. Not some settlements, not outposts, not natural growth exceptions’ ” is
attributed toHilary Clinton in the Portuguese text, but AFPdescribes it as Obama’s
reported speech.
[5] why oddness matters
The results of the analysis provide evidence that news plagiarism exists and can
be detected, even in instances of text reporting facts. It is also forbidden — and
seriously punished — by those news corporations. The cases discussed demon-
strate that, although quality newspapers are more careful in citing their sources
(usually well-known international agencies), attribution is often incomplete, in-
adequate, or vague. In the cases presented in this paper, for instance, JN made
no attribution at all, Público attributed authorship to “Agencies” without naming
any agencies in particular, andTVI lifted the original text entirely andpassed it off
as their own. These commonly represent a violation of the established standards
and ethics policies, when regularly enforced. For instance, although Público has
a clear ethics policy and instructions on when and how to cite, it published an
article vaguely attributing authorship to “Agencies”. In this respect, news pla-
giarism is not much different from academic plagiarism, with the exception that
the latter is done by people training as writers, whereas the former is done by
professional writers.
The analysis of the texts also shows that (free) machine translation tools are
a good resource to test suspect cases of translingual plagiarism. In the case dis-
cussed, the result of a machine-translated non-suspect article enabled the selec-
tion of some sentences that were used to conduct an Internet search. After dis-
carding the functional words and focusing on the lexical items, two articles pub-
lished in different news companies were found that were likely to derive from
the same source. Although it could be argued that the contrastive analysis of
the Portuguese (suspect) text against the text whose authorship is attributed to
AFP is not enough to sustain the claims of plagiarism, it clearly shows that the
Portuguese version has not been produced independently, despite the inexistent
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one-to-one match between the Portuguese and the English versions. What this
suggests is that there is a high likelihood that the same piece of news includes
different releases from the foreign press and international websites.
[6] conclus ion
The research presented in this article, despite being built upon a shallow linguis-
tic analysis, supported the design of a new approach to translingual plagiarism
detection, whose potential was previously demonstrated (Sousa-Silva 2014). It
adds to an extensive body of research conducted over the last decades, which
demonstrates that forensic linguistics has the investigative and evidential poten-
tial in cases of plagiarism, as well as in cases of copyright infringement. On the
investigative side, a forensic linguistic analysis has assisted in the development
of methods, tools and procedures to reveal and detect instances of plagiarism.
On the evidential side, this approach has long demonstrated and proved why a
certain instance of reused text is plagiarism, or conversely why a certain text is
falsely accused. The latter, in particular, is an area that requires a more in-depth
linguistic analysis, which is beyond the scope of this article.
The forensic nature of plagiarism has often been challenged, on the grounds
that most cases of plagiarism (such as academic) do not involve legal instances.
Indeed, academic plagiarism cases tend to be managed by the academy, as much
as news plagiarism cases tend to be addressed by themedia corporations involved.
Therefore, they are usually — but not always — judged as a moral, more than a
legal issue, and settled outside the courts of law. The involvement of the courts of
law in plagiarism cases (including academic) is not new, especially as a means of
rescinding degrees. Nevertheless, given that accusations of plagiarism can and do
have serious implications on the suspect plagiarist’s life, proving or disproving an
instance as plagiarism can be unquestionably relevant, both within and outside
the courts of law.
The future for research into plagiarism is anything but dull, and clearly shows
a great opportunity for collaborative research involving forensic as well as com-
putational linguists and engineers. Although strong methods of linguistic re-
search into plagiarism have been developed, there is always room for improve-
ment, not only by designing new analytic methods, but also by adapting exist-
ing ones (whose relevance has been demonstrated) to new challenges. Computa-
tional forensic linguistics is definitely an area from which plagiarism detection
can greatly benefit. Although those systems that use linguistic information are
good performers, simple string matching software often return disappointing re-
sults. In this respect, Maia et al.’s (2008, pg. 83) argument for the collaboration
between linguists and engineers remains valid today as it was by then: “[w]hat is
needed is good will and serious attempts by both sides to understand each other’s
point of view. If this can be made to happen, everyone will benefit and the results
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for research will be far greater than if they continue to work separately.” Like
Alice, one cannot but become curiouser and curiouser…
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